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Full-Time Visual Communications Solutions Since 1989

Creative Brief

Creative Brief / Client Project Questionnaire
Thank you for choosing Misenheimer Creative, Inc. for your Marketing/Web/Print needs. Our goal is to create compelling solutions that increase your 
marketshare and mindshare for your clients and prospects.

A Creative Brief is vital to any design project as it will provide us with all the information needed to exceed your expectations. It should primarily 
focus on the results and outcomes of the design and the business objectives of the design project. It should not attempt to deal with the aesthetics 
of the overall design. The primary stages of a design project are consultation, concept development, production and delivery.

The Creative Brief also allows you (the Client) to focus on exactly what you want to achieve before any work starts on the project and, if answered 
fully, will ensure that you get a high quality design that meets your needs.

Have fun answering the questions and remember, please provide as much detail as possible!

1)  Current Naming

The name of this specific project, and the full title of how it should appear is: ____________________  (example: ‘Advantier Corporation’ - (Logo 
Development); or, ‘Web site for Associated Tech Systems’; etc.)

2)  Service or Product description

In layman’s terms, what does your business do and what is its unique selling point?

3)  Perception 

Please use three adjectives to describe how your company/product/service should be perceived by the audience through your marketing efforts. 

 Tip: Assume that we know nothing about your company.

4)  What are the goals for this /logo/branding/web site/collateral piece? Why?

* What is the overall goal of the new design project?
* What are you trying to communicate and why?
* Are you trying to sell more products or get awareness of your product / service?
* How do you differ from your competitors?
* Do you want to completely reinvent yourself or are you simply updating your promotional material?

 Tip: Please provide any of your previous marketing materials to us. (pdfs, site URL, printed pieces, etc.)

5)  Who is the target market?

* What are your target prospect’s demographic & phychographic makeup? i.e., the age, gender, income, tastes, views, attitudes, employment, 
geography, lifestyle of those you want to reach.

 Tip: If you have multiple audiences, please describe them and rank them in terms of importance.

6)  What copy (text) and pictures are available, in a high res format, right now? What copy or images are needed? (either stock imagery or custom 
imagery, or custom text/copy -  we can help)

* What copy needs to be included in the design? Who is providing the copy?
* What pictures / photographs / diagrams etc need to be used? Who is providing these?

 Tip: The copy and imagery used in a design are as crucial as the design itself. Please insure the copy and imagery is of the utmost quality.  
 As part of our services, we can provide professional copywriters and photographer as needed.

7) What are the specifications?

* What size is the design going to be?
* Where is it going to be printed / used? The web, business cards, stationery, on your fleet of trucks?
* What other information should we know in regards to specifications/needs, etc.?
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8)  Do you have a benchmark in mind?
* Please provide a few examples of what you consider to be effective or relevant design even if it is from your main competitors. This will set a 

benchmark for us.
* Please provide a few examples of things not to do, and styles that you do not like or wish to see in your design. This will give the us an idea of 

what to avoid and will avoid disappointment on your behalf.

9)  What is your budget range? 
* Providing a budget prevents both you and us from wasting valuable time and resources when trying to maximize your budget.

10)  What is the timeline / deadline? 

11)  If purchasing new web site hosting is needed, would you like for us to get an estimate on this portion, or do you want to handle it. For hosting 
and domain name renewals year after year, it is usually most advantageous if the site owner (you) purchases the hosting and sends us the 
passwords (which you can then change later). This way, when the renewals come up, you are the direct contact and not us, and thus you are 
more in control. For web site development, when preparing the Estimate, we will assume that we will handle the entire site development: the 
front end (design), as well as the back end (coding /programming), unless you tell us otherwise.)

12)  If commercial printing is needed, would you like for us to get an estimate on this portion? (Please send quantities, and if known, paper stock 
desired and specs, if so), or do you want to get the final files from us and then you handle the printing? 

The End! Thanks for filling this out.

“The Public is more Familiar with Bad Graphic Design than Good Graphic Design. It is, in effect, conditioned to prefer Bad Design, because that is what it lives 
with. The new becomes Threatening, the Old, Reassuring.”  -Paul Rand 
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